
 

 

Florida Court Building Selects Lumens PS751  

Document Camera 

for Presenting Evidence in a Case 

 

The computer support team at the 20th Judicial Circuit of Florida was looking to upgrade 

their presentation technology in the court building. Previously, WolfVision®  cameras were used for 

their daily presenting tasks. After reviewing several products, Lumens®  PS751 desktop document 

camera was selected as the replacement for the mobile courtroom evidence presentation tool. 

There are several features like zoom, freeze, video, etc. that can be applied from the base of the 

camera or by remote. It all depends on the preference of the presenter.  According to David Dobek, 

computer specialist for the 20th Judicial Circuit of Florida, “Lumens product was easy to use and 

the reduced learning curve has made it simple for first time users. The unit is light weight which 

greatly enhances our ability to be a mobile solution and I would recommend it for courtroom 

activities.” 

 The setup in the courtroom applies to the decision in making it a mobile presentation station. 

The mobile presentation equipment consists of a 70’ Sharp® smartboard, Lumens PS751, HP® 

ENVY 4520, counsel table monitors, jury box monitors and a witness stand monitor. The PS751 

has a hard wired connection to the smartboard along with the HP Envy 4520 and monitors. The 

jury box monitors and witness stand monitor are connected using the MyWireless TV2 to the 

smartboard. Mr. Dobek stated, “The idea is that this evidence presentation solution is “mobile” 

making it easier to transport to any courtroom when requested. This makes it easier for presenting 

evidence such as photos, bank and telephone records and even physical evidence. With the image 

coming from the Lumens camera, and projected onto the smartboard, the audience gets to see the 

items clearly allowing the appropriate legal decision to be made afterwards.”  

     


